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h i g h l i g h t s

� The fast and slow adaptation mechanisms are studied for the first time in humans through the sep-
arated responses methodology.

� Both fast and slow mechanisms of adaptation are present in all subjects, which is consistent with pre-
vious animal studies based on spike rate.

� The morphology of the ABR is not only influenced by the stimulation rate, but also by the distribution
of the jitter, and by the sequencing of stimuli.

a b s t r a c t

Objective: This paper analyzes the fast and slow mechanisms of adaptation through a study of latencies
and amplitudes on ABR recorded at high stimulation rates using the randomized stimulation and averag-
ing (RSA) technique.
Methods: The RSA technique allows a separate processing of auditory responses, and is used, in this
study, to categorize responses according to the interstimulus interval (ISI) of their preceding stimulus.
The fast and slow mechanisms of adaptation are analyzed by the separated responses methodology,
whose underlying principles and mathematical basis are described in detail.
Results: The morphology of the ABR is influenced by both fast and slow mechanisms of adaptation. These
results are consistent with previous animal studies based on spike rate.
Conclusions: Both fast and slow mechanisms of adaptation are present in all subjects. In addition, the dis-
tribution of the jitter and the sequencing of the stimuli may be critical parameters when obtaining reli-
able ABRs.
Significance: The separated responses methodology enables for the first time the analysis of the fast and
slow mechanisms of adaptation in ABR obtained at stimulation rates greater than 100 Hz. The non-inva-
sive nature of this methodology is appropriate for its use in humans.
� 2013 International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology. Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights

reserved.

1. Introduction

Adaptation of the auditory system is a decrease in response
when a maintained stimulus or successive click stimuli are

presented (Thornton and Coleman, 1975; Gillespie and Muller,
2009). Modeling of adaptation has unleashed controversy since
Sorensen (1959) postulated that the decrease in the response could
be associated with either a decrease in the number of active nerve
fibers, or a decrease of their spike rate. Later, other authors
suggested that the mechanisms of adaptation not only comprise
the synapses of hair cells, but also the axonal transmission charac-
teristics of the neurons that compose the auditory nerve (e.g.,
Chimento and Schreiner, 1991; Woo et al., 2009). Most of the
authors agree on the combination of various types of mechanisms
involved in the adaptation process whose effects are manifested in
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different time scales: fast adaptation occurs during the first few
milliseconds following stimulus onset, whilst slow adaptation is
about ten-fold slower (around 40–100 ms) (e.g., Eggermont,
1985; Yates et al., 1985; LeMasurier and Gillespie, 2005; Zhang
et al., 2007). Slower effects of adaptation (up to several seconds
after the beginning of stimulation) have also been analyzed by
other authors (e.g., Javel, 1996). Although the relationship between
these types of adaptation is still unclear, recent studies provide dif-
ferent models for fast and slow adaptation. Both physiological
models conclude that adaptation reduces the opening of transduc-
tion channels in cochlear hair cells, limiting the flow of K+ and Ca2+

ions into the hair cell and therefore, reducing the probability of
action potential generation (LeMasurier and Gillespie, 2005; Stauf-
fer et al., 2005; Gillespie and Muller, 2009). A better understanding
of the properties of adaptation in the auditory nerve may be useful
for several clinical applications such as detecting certain peripheral
lesions (e.g., acoustic neuroma) at an early stage or modeling the
mechanotransduction process (conversion of a mechanical stimu-
lus into an electrical response) (e.g., Don et al., 1977; Stockard
et al., 1977; Yagi and Kaga, 1979).

The most relevant methods proposed to examine the effects of
adaptation are based on spike rate of the auditory nerve, on otoa-
coustic emissions (OAE), and on auditory brainstem response
(ABR). The spike rate of hair cells can be measured in animals by
microelectrodes inserted into the nerve fibers and in cochlear im-
plant patients. Many studies have characterized adaptation as a de-
crease in spike rate when continuous stimulation is presented.
These studies report different types of adaptation according to
their temporal effect following stimulus onset: rapid adaptation
(few milliseconds), short-term adaptation (tens of milliseconds),
long-term adaptation (seconds), and very-long-term adaptation
(minutes) (Westerman and Smith, 1984; Eggermont, 1985; Yates
et al., 1985; Chimento and Schreiner, 1991; Javel, 1996). The recov-
ery time from adaptation in auditory nerve fibers has also been
defined in terms of spike rate (Young and Sachs, 1973; Yates
et al., 1985).

The non-invasive nature of the OAE and ABR methods makes
them appropriate to study adaptation in humans. On one hand,
the effects of adaptation in evoked otoacoustic emissions are man-
ifested as a decrease in the amplitude of the response (e.g., Picton
et al., 1993; Thornton, 1993; Lina-Granade and Collet, 1995; Hine
et al., 2001). On the other hand, amplitudes of ABR waves decrease
and latencies increase as a consequence of adaptation, especially in
more central response components (e.g., Thornton and Coleman,
1975; Yagi and Kaga, 1979; Lasky, 1984; Jiang et al., 2009;
Valderrama et al., 2012a).

Conventional ABR recording technique consists of averaging
several auditory responses whose corresponding stimuli are pre-
sented periodically. Many studies have used the conventional
recording technique to analyze the effects of adaptation in ABR
(e.g., Thornton and Coleman, 1975; Yagi and Kaga, 1979; Lasky,
1997, 1984; Polyakov and Pratt, 2003; Jiang et al., 2009). Some of
these studies presented trains of clicks and recorded the transition
from unadapted ABR to adapted ABR. The conventional technique
has the limitation that the inter-stimulus interval (ISI) must be
greater than the averaging window in order to avoid the contami-
nation of the recording by the adjacent response (e.g., Kjaer, 1980).
Thus, the conventional technique cannot be used to record ABR at
rates higher than 100 Hz, considering a standard averaging win-
dow of 10 ms. However, the use of higher stimulation rates allows
a more detailed study of adaptation since its effects increase with
stimulus duration, stimulus level, and stimulation rate (e.g., Killian
et al., 1994; Burkard et al., 1996a,b; Haenggeli et al., 1998; Clay and
Brown, 2007; Zhang et al., 2007).

It is not mathematically possible to recover the overlapped ABR
signal when the stimulation sequence is periodic (conventional

stimulation) (e.g., Jewett et al., 2004). On this framework, different
techniques have emerged to overcome the limitation imposed by
the conventional technique. These techniques are able to obtain
the superposed ABR signal using jittered stimuli (the jitter of a
stimulation sequence measures the grade of dispersion of the ISI
in contrast to a periodical presentation of stimuli where ISI would
be constant). The most relevant techniques developed to record
ABR at stimulation rates higher than 100 Hz are maximum length
sequences (MLS) (Eysholdt and Schreiner, 1982), continuous loop
averaged deconvolution (CLAD) (Delgado and Ozdamar, 2004;
Ozdamar and Bohorquez, 2006), quasi-periodic sequence deconvo-
lution (QSD) (Jewett et al., 2004), and randomized stimulation and
averaging (RSA) (Valderrama et al., 2012a). The MLS technique has
been widely used to explore the effects of adaptation in ABR re-
corded at high stimulation rates (e.g., Thornton and Slaven, 1993;
Burkard et al., 1996a,b; Leung et al., 1998; Lavoie et al., 2008).
The MLS, CLAD, and QSD techniques obtain the auditory response
by averaging a number of blocks of responses corresponding to a
predefined stimulation sequence, and then, deconvolving the re-
sponse from the stimulation sequence by different procedures.
The influence of the distribution of the jitter on the morphology
of the auditory responses has not already been analyzed because
the techniques based in deconvolution assume the premise that
each click evokes the same response. The ABR recorded with RSA
is obtained directly by averaging the responses after applying a
digital blanking process which is useful for minimizing the effect
of stimulation artifact. In comparison to CLAD, and QSD, the RSA
technique allows a precise control of the jitter of the stimulation
sequence, and a separate processing of auditory responses.

This article presents a study of the fast and slow adaptation
mechanisms based on ABR obtained with the RSA technique. Por-
tions of this research were presented at the Adult Hearing Screen-
ing Congress, Cernobbio (Lake Como), Italy, June 7–9, 2012
(Valderrama et al., 2012b). The present study compares the ampli-
tudes and latencies of waves III and V of the ABR obtained in differ-
ent recording conditions. The stimulation sequences considered in
this study are: (a) stimulation sequences with jitter distributions of
long ISIs, (b) of short ISIs, and (c) of both long and short ISIs ran-
domly distributed. The auditory responses corresponding to the
long-and-short ISIs stimulation sequence were categorized accord-
ing to the ISI of their preceding stimulus (long or short), and two
ABR signals were obtained using these categories. If the morphol-
ogy of the ABR-L and ABR-S signals (i.e. average of responses who’s
preceding ISIs were long and short, respectively) were similar, that
would suggest that the adaptation responds to slow mechanisms
since the morphology of the ABR depends in a great extent on
the stimulation rate of several preceding stimuli. On the other
hand, if the morphology of ABR-L and ABR-S were similar to their
corresponding ABR signals recorded with long and short ISI stimu-
lation sequences, that would mean that the adaptation responds to
fast mechanisms because the morphology of the response is
strongly influenced by the ISI of the preceding stimulus. The results
of this experiment show that most of the subjects analyzed in the
study give results that lie in between both described situations,
which suggests that both fast and slow mechanisms are involved
in the adaptation process. The relevance of these findings is dis-
cussed in this article.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Eighteen subjects with no self-reported history of auditory dys-
function (normally hearing subjects), 4 females and 14 males, aged
from 25 to 62 years (with a mean age of 34 years) participated in
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this study. These subjects were chosen randomly from different so-
cial sectors from the University of Granada (e.g., students, profes-
sors, etc.). All subjects were volunteers and were informed about
the experimental protocol and possible side effects of the test. A
consent form was signed by the participants before the beginning
of the recording session, which was carried out at the University of
Granada (Granada, Spain) accordingly to The Code of Ethics of the
World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki) for experi-
ments involving humans. This recording procedure was approved
by the Human Research Ethics Committee of the University of
Granada and by the Clinical Research Ethics Committee of the
San Cecilio University Hospital.

2.2. EEG recording

The subjects were stimulated by clicks at an intensity of 70 dB
above normal hearing level threshold (dBnHL). Monophasic clicks
of 0.1 ms in condensation polarity were chosen as stimuli to evoke
a synchronous firing of a large number of neurons, in particular
those in the 1000–4000 Hz region (Hall, 2007; Thornton, 2007).
The recording sessions were held in a room prepared to attenuate
acoustical and electromagnetic interference. The subjects were
seated in a comfortable position during the recording session in or-
der to minimize the electromyogenic noise. Standard circumaural
headphones (Pro-550, Ultrasone, Wielenbach, Germany) were used
to present the stimuli to the subjects. The auditory evoked re-
sponses were recorded by three Ag/AgCl surface electrodes placed
on the skin at the high forehead (active), ipsilateral mastoid (refer-
ence), and low forehead (ground). Interelectrode impedances were
below 10 kO in all recordings. The signal recorded by the elec-
trodes was amplified and band-pass filtered (100–3500 Hz). The
band limits of the filters were chosen to maximize the detectability
of all waves (Thornton, 2007). The synchronization of the biological

signal with the stimuli was achieved through a synchronous
recording of the EEG and the stimulation signal by a two-channel
analogue-to-digital converter. Signals were sampled at 25 kHz
and stored using 16 bits/sample. Data processing was carried out
by algorithms implemented in MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc.,
Natick, MA). The recorded EEG was digitally filtered using a sixth
order bandpass Butterworth filter (150–3000 Hz). A full descrip-
tion of the ABR recording system can be found in Valderrama
et al. (2011).

2.3. ABR obtained with RSA

The recording of ABR at high stimulation rates using the RSA
technique is appropriate to analyze the effects of adaptation. The
ABR signal is obtained in RSA by averaging auditory responses cor-
responding to stimuli whose ISI varies randomly according to a

a b

(A) ISIa−b

Time (ms)
a b c d

(B) ISIa−b/c−d

Time (ms)

Fig. 1. Distribution of the jitter for the two types of stimulation sequences used in
this study. (A) Histogram of the interstimulus interval (ISI) for an ISIa–b stimulation
sequence: the ISI varies uniformly random within the interval [a,b] ms. (B)
Histogram of the ISI for an ISIa–b/c–d stimulation sequence: the ISI varies uniformly
random within the intervals [a, b] and [c,d] ms.
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the process of separated responses. (A) Frame of an ISI2–5/21–24 stimulation sequence. The auditory response contribution without noise from each stimulus
is categorized according to their preceding ISI. The stimuli and their associated auditory responses are numerated. The ‘‘Long ISI contrib.’’ and ‘‘Short ISI contrib.’’ signals
shows the auditory responses corresponding to the stimuli whose preceding ISI belong to the intervals [21,24] and [2,5] ms, respectively. The ‘‘Recorded signal’’ shows the
sum of both long and short ISI ABR contributions. (B) Histogram of the interstimulus interval for an ISI2–5/21–24 stimulation sequence. (C) ABR obtained with the auditory
responses whose preceding ISI belong to the interval [2,5] ms. (D) ABR obtained with the auditory responses whose preceding ISI belong to the interval [21,24] ms.
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Fig. 3. ABR signals from 18 subjects obtained in the following recording conditions. The ‘21–24 (r)’ and ‘2–5 (r)’ signals represent the recorded ABRs obtained using the
randomized stimulation and averaging (RSA) technique with the stimulation sequences ISI21–24 and ISI2–5, respectively. The ‘21–24 (s)’ and ‘2–5 (s)’ represent the separated
ABRs obtained with the separated responses methodology on the stimulation sequence ISI2–5/21–24. Waves III and V are identified in all recordings.
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predefined probability distribution. The RSA technique includes
a digital blanking process and non-uniform averaging which
considers as null values those samples contaminated by the
stimulation artifact (0.2 ms before and 0.8 ms after each
stimulus). These null values are not considered in the averaging
process. A basic artifact rejection technique was used to improve
the quality of the recordings: auditory responses whose amplitude
exceeded the range ±10 lV were not considered in the averaging
process. The RSA technique is described in detail in Valderrama
et al. (2012a).

The RSA technique allows a precise control of the jitter in the
process of stimulation sequences generation. The stimulation se-
quences used in this study present two types of jitter distributions.
The distribution of the jitter for each type of stimulation sequence
is presented in Fig. 1. This study involves ISIa–b stimulation se-
quences, whose ISI varies randomly with an uniform distribution
within an interval ‘a’ to ‘b’ ([a,b]) ms (Fig. 1A); and ISIa–b/c–d stim-
ulation sequences, whose ISI varies with a uniform random distri-
bution between the intervals ‘a’ to ‘b’ ([a,b]) and ‘c’ to ‘d’ ([c,d]) ms
(Fig. 1B).

2.4. Separated responses

The separated responses methodology is based in a separate
processing of auditory responses, which can be performed using
the RSA technique. Fig. 2 outlines the process of separating the
responses. Fig. 2A shows a frame from an ISI2–5/21–24 stimulation
sequence and their associated auditory responses without noise.
The ISI of this stimulation sequence varies with a uniform ran-
dom distribution between the intervals [2,5] and [21,24] ms, as
shown by its histogram in Fig. 2B. The auditory responses can
be categorized according to their preceding ISI. The auditory
responses whose preceding ISI belong to the interval [21,24] ms
(associated to stimuli 1, 2, 3, 5, 7) are shown as ‘‘long ISI contri-
bution’’, and those whose preceding ISI belong to the interval
[2,5] ms (associated to stimuli 4, 6, and 8) are shown as ‘‘short
ISI contribution’’. The ‘‘recorded signal’’ in Fig. 2A shows the
sum of both long and short ISI contributions. Fig. 2C and D show
the ABR obtained using the RSA technique with the auditory
responses that belong to each interval.

2.5. Description of the experiments

The following EEGs were recorded from each subject: 5000
auditory responses corresponding to an ISI21–24 stimulation
sequence, 10,000 auditory responses corresponding to an ISI2–5/

21–24 stimulation sequence, and 20,000 auditory responses corre-
sponding to an ISI2–5 stimulation sequence. The auditory responses
were recorded, stored and processed offline. The number of re-
corded responses increases at higher stimulation rates because
the quality of the ABR degrades as stimulation rate increases as a
consequence of adaptation (e.g., Don et al., 1977; Valderrama
et al., 2012a), and therefore, more auditory responses are needed
in order to obtain ABR signals of similar quality. From the EEG cor-
responding to an ISI2–5/21–24 stimulation sequence, two ABR signals
were obtained after the separated responses procedure described
in Section 2.4. Thus, these two separated ABR signals were ob-
tained with approximately 5000 auditory responses. The ampli-
tudes and latencies of the waves III and V were measured as a
difference in milliseconds between the top of the peaks and the
stimulus onset for latencies, and the amplitudes as the difference
in microvolts between the top of the peak and the following trough
(Thornton, 2007; Hall, 2007).

The mean and standard deviation of the amplitudes and laten-
cies were calculated among the 18 subjects. The separated ABR re-
sponses and the recorded ABR responses were compared in terms
of latencies by a matched paired t-test and in terms of amplitudes
by a matched paired Wilcoxon signed rank test. Two hypotheses
are considered in this study: (1) the recorded ISI21–24 ABR is similar
to the separated ISI21–24 ABR and the recorded ISI2–5 ABR is similar
to the separated ISI2–5 ABR (the two separated ABRs are different);
and (2) both separated ISI21–24 and ISI2–5 ABRs are similar. On one
hand, hypothesis 1 would indicate that the auditory system adapts
according to fast mechanisms since the morphology of the sepa-
rated ABR would be very much influenced by the ISI of the preced-
ing stimulus. On the other hand, hypothesis 2 would suggest that
adaptation is a slow process which is mostly influenced by the
stimulation rate of several preceding stimuli (the influence of the
preceding stimulus is not determinative).

This paper also includes a study that analyzes the effect of
the slow mechanisms of adaptation on the morphology of the

Table 1
Interval and mean (standard deviation in parentheses) of the latencies (L) and amplitudes (A) of the waves III and V from the ABR signals presented in the Fig. 3. Latencies and
amplitudes are measured in milliseconds and microvolts, respectively. This table shows that the averaged amplitudes and latencies of the separated ‘21–24 (s)’ and ‘2–5 (s)’ ABR
signals are in between their corresponding ABR recorded signal and their opposite separated ABR signal.

21–24 (r) 21–24 (s) 2–5 (s) 2–5 (r)

Interval Mean (S.D.) Interval Mean (S.D.) Interval Mean (S.D.) Interval Mean (S.D.)

LIII (ms) [3.24 3.86] 3.60 (0.15) [3.36 3.94] 3.68 (0.15) [3.32 3.96] 3.77 (0.17) [3.48 4.10] 3.93 (0.16)
LV (ms) [5.40 6.08] 5.79 (0.19) [5.56 6.20] 5.93 (0.19) [5.64 6.36] 6.11 (0.21) [6.12 7.12] 6.72 (0.28)
AIII (lV) [0.13 0.32] 0.23 (0.05) [0.10 0.28] 0.18 (0.05) [0.05 0.15] 0.11 (0.03) [0.04 0.15] 0.08 (0.03)
AV (lV) [0.12 0.36] 0.19 (0.06) [0.12 0.26] 0.17 (0.04) [0.05 0.16] 0.10 (0.03) [0.05 0.17] 0.08 (0.03)

Table 2
Interval, mean (standard deviation in parentheses) and p-value of the differences of latencies (L) and ratio of amplitudes (A) between pairs of ABR from each subject obtained in
different conditions in a group of 18 subjects. This analysis suggests that all ABRs compared in this study are statistically different (p-value < 0.05) in terms of amplitudes and
latencies, in exception for AV in ‘21–24 (s)/21–24 (r)’.

21–24 (s) – 21–24(r) 2–5 (s) – 21–24(s) 2–5 (r) – 2–5 (s)

Interval Mean (S.D.) p-value Interval Mean (S.D.) p-value Interval Mean (S.D.) p-value

LIII (a) – LIII (b) (ms) [�0.08 0.20] 0.08 (0.06) 4 � 10�5 [�0.04 0.34] 0.09 (0.09) 8 � 10�4 [�0.02 0.56] 0.17 (0.13) 5 � 10�5

LV (a) – LV (b) (ms) [�0.02 0.30] 0.15 (0.08) 7 � 10�7 [0.00 0.30] 0.18 (0.08) 2 � 10�8 [0.30 0.84] 0.61 (0.18) 9 � 10�11

21–24 (s)/21–24(r) 2–5 (s)/21–24(s) 2–5 (r)/2–5 (s)

AIII (a)/AIII (b) [0.60 1.07] 0.82 (0.14) 7 � 10�4 [0.36 0.93] 0.60 (0.17) 2 � 10�4 [0.45 1.50] 0.82 (0.29) 0.020
AV (a)/AV (b) [0.50 1.33] 0.95 (0.23) 0.407 [0.35 0.86] 0.60 (0.13) 2�10�4 [0.54 1.21] 0.81 (0.20) 0.004
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ABR. ABRs from 18 subjects obtained with 10,000 stimuli
from an ISI2–5/21–24 stimulation signal (ABR [2–5/21–24]) were
compared to ABRs obtained by averaging 5000 auditory
responses from an ISI21–24 stimulation sequence and 5000
auditory responses from an ISI2–5 stimulation sequence (ABR
[2–5]&[21–24]). These two ABRs are obtained with stimulation
sequences of the same distribution of the jitter, but a different
sequencing of stimuli. On the ABR [2–5/21–24], the ISI of the
stimuli varies uniformly random between the ranges [2,5] and
[21,24] ms all along the stimulation sequence; whilst on the
ABR [2–5]&[21–24], the ISI varies uniformly random between
[21,24] ms during the first 5000 stimuli and between [2,5] ms
during the last 5000 stimuli. Considering that the fast mecha-
nisms of adaptation are manifested within the few milliseconds
following stimulus onset, these two ABR signals are influenced in
the same manner by the fast mechanisms of adaptation since
both ABRs involve 5000 auditory responses whose preceding
ISI belong to the interval [2,5] ms and 5000 responses whose
preceding ISI belong to the interval [21,24] ms. The two ABR
signals of this experiment will be different according to the

effects of the slow mechanisms of adaptation. The slow mecha-
nisms of adaptation are manifested, on one hand, during 10,000
responses at an averaged ISI of 13 ms on the ABR [2–5/21–24];
and on the other hand, at an averaged ISI of 22.5 ms during
the first 5000 responses and at an averaged ISI of 3.5 ms during
the last 5000 responses on the ABR [2–5]&[21–24]. A statistical
difference among the two ABR signals obtained with this exper-
imental protocol could be used to detect the influence of the
slow mechanisms of adaptation on the ABR.

3. Results

Fig. 3 shows ABR signals obtained from the group of 18 subjects
in the previously described recording conditions. The recorded ABR
signals corresponding to the ISI21–24 and ISI2–5 stimulation se-
quences are represented by ‘21–24 (r)’ and ‘2–5 (r)’, respectively;
and the separated ABR signals are represented by ‘21–24 (s)’ and
‘2–5 (s)’. The waves III and V are labeled in the figure and were
identified in all subjects. Despite the differences in the morphology
among ABR from different subjects, this figure shows that most of
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Fig. 4. ABR signals from 18 subjects obtained using 10,000 auditory responses from stimulation signals of equal distributions of the jitter but different order of presentation of
stimuli: whilst the ISI in the [2–5/21–24] stimulation sequence vary uniformly random between the ranges [2,5] and [21,24] ms all along the stimulation sequence, the ISI in
the [2–5] and [21–24] stimulation sequence vary uniformly random between the range [21–24] ms during the first 5000 stimuli, and between the range [2,5] ms during the
last 5000 stimuli. Waves III and V are labeled in the figure.
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the subjects present a similar pattern, which is analyzed in Tables 1
and 2.

Table 1 shows the mean and standard deviation of the latencies
and amplitudes of waves III and V in a group of 18 subjects. The
amplitudes and latencies measured on the recordings ‘21–24 (r)’
and ‘2–5 (r)’ are consistent with previous literature (e.g., Yagi
and Kaga, 1979; Lasky, 1984; Lina-Granade et al., 1993; Leung
et al., 1998; Jiang et al., 2009; Valderrama et al., 2012a,b). This
table indicates that both amplitudes and latencies are influenced
by the stimulation rate: amplitudes decrease and latencies in-
crease as stimulation rate increases as a consequence of adapta-
tion. The effects of adaptation in latencies are more remarkable
in wave V than in wave III, since the stimulation rate influences
in a greater extent those components generated in a more central
site (e.g., Pratt and Sohmer, 1976; Yagi and Kaga, 1979; Jiang et al.,
2009; Valderrama et al., 2012a). This table shows that, on average,
the recorded ‘21–24 (r)’ ABR signals present greater amplitudes
and lower latencies than the ‘2–5 (r)’ signals in both waves; that
the separated ‘21–24 (s)’ ABR signal presents amplitudes and
latencies in between the ‘2–5 (s)’ and the ‘21–24 (r)’ ABR signals;
and that the ‘2–5 (s)’ ABR signal presents amplitudes and latencies
in between the ‘21–24 (s)’ and the ‘2–5 (r)’ ABR signals.

Table 2 compares the amplitudes and latencies of waves III and
V from pairs of ABRs from each subject and analyzes whether or
not their differences are statistically significant. The latencies and
amplitudes are analyzed in this table in terms of differences and
ratio, respectively. Table 2 shows the mean and standard deviation
of the differences of latencies and ratio of amplitudes between the
following pairs of ABRs: ‘21–24 (r)’ vs ‘21–24 (s)’, ‘21–24 (s)’ vs ‘2–
5 (s)’, and ‘2–5(r)’ vs ‘2–5 (s)’. The p-value shown in the table indi-
cates the probability of obtaining those results by chance, consid-
ering as reference differences of latencies equal to zero and ratio
of amplitudes equal to one. The large standard deviation of these
parameters points out a large variability among subjects. This table
also shows that there are statistically significant differences (p-va-
lue < 0.05) between (a) both separated ‘21–24 (s)’ and ‘2–5 (s)’ ABR
signals in terms of amplitudes and latencies, and (b) between each
separated ABR signals and its corresponding recorded ABR signals.
The morphology of the recordings ‘21–24 (s)’ and ‘21–24 (r)’ may
be assumed to be different despite their ratio of AV does not show
statistically significant differences (p-value > 0.05), since the rest of
parameters (AIII, LIII, and LV) are statistically different.

Fig. 4 shows ABR signals from 18 subjects corresponding to a
stimulation sequence in which the ISI varies uniformly random be-
tween the ranges [2,5] and [21,24] ms (shown as ‘2–5/21–24’ in
the figure); and corresponding to a stimulation sequence in which
the ISI vary between the interval [21,24] ms during the first 5000
stimuli, and between the interval [2,5] ms during the last 5000
stimuli (shown as ‘[2–5]&[21–24]’ in the figure). The mean and
standard deviation of the amplitudes and latencies of the waves
III and V in these recordings are shown in Table 3. Waves III and
V could be identified in all signals, in exception for the wave V in
subject 7 in the [2–5]&[21–24] ABR signal. The two ABR recordings
from each subject were compared with a matched paired t-test for

differences of latencies and with a matched Wilcoxon signed rank
test for ratio of amplitudes. The analysis for waves III and V were
made with 18 and 17 subjects, respectively. The results of this
study are presented in Table 4. This table shows that there are sta-
tistically significant differences between the ‘[2–5/21–24]’ and the
‘[2–5]&[21–24]’ ABR signals, which confirms the influence of the
slow mechanisms of adaptation on the morphology of the auditory
response.

4. Discussion

This article presents a study of the fast and slow mechanisms of
adaptation based on ABR signals obtained at high stimulation rates
using the RSA technique. The recorded ‘21–24 (r)’ and ‘2–5 (r)’ ABR
signals were obtained using directly the RSA technique with audi-
tory responses whose ISI varied randomly within the range [21,24]
and [2,5] ms, respectively. The separated ‘21–24 (s)’ and ‘2–5 (s)’
ABR signals were obtained using the separated responses method-
ology with the EEG corresponding to the ISI2–5/21–24 stimulation se-
quence, which allows the retrieval of auditory responses whose
preceding ISI belong to the interval [21,24] ms or to the interval
[2,5] ms. The comparison of ABR signals was carried out by an anal-
ysis of the differences in latencies and ratio of amplitudes. If the
separated ABR signals were similar to their corresponding recorded
ABR signals (both separated ABRs were different), the fast mecha-
nisms of adaptation would prevail over the slow mechanisms since
the morphology of the response would be influenced in a greater
extent by the ISI of the preceding stimulus. On the other hand, if
the separated ABR signals were different to their corresponding re-
corded ABR signals and both separated ABRs were similar, the slow
mechanisms of adaptation would have prevailed over the fast
mechanisms because the morphology of the response would be
mainly determined by the averaged stimulation rate of several pre-
ceding stimuli (but not by the ISI of the preceding stimulus).

The results of this study indicate that most of the subjects pres-
ent a situation in between both hypotheses, which suggests that
both fast and slow mechanisms of adaptation influence the mor-
phology of the auditory response. There exists a great variability
among subjects (Fig. 3). For instance, the separated ABR signals
in subjects 10 and 17 present high differences in amplitudes but
small differences in latencies; subjects 1 and 5 present high differ-
ences in both amplitudes and latencies; and subjects like 15 and 16
show small differences in amplitudes but high differences in laten-
cies. On average, the latencies and amplitudes of the main waves in
the ‘21–24 (s)’ and ‘2–5 (s)’ ABR signals are, respectively, in be-
tween the ‘2–5 (s)’ and the ‘21–24 (r)’ ABR signals on one hand,
and between the ‘21–24 (s)’ and the ‘2–5 (r)’ on the other hand
(see Table 1). The results presented in Table 2 show that the two
separated ABR signals are statistically different, and that there

Table 3
Interval and mean (standard deviation in parentheses) of the latencies (L) and
amplitudes (A) of waves III and V from the ABR signals presented in Fig. 4.

[2–5/21–24] [2–5] & [21–24]

Interval Mean (S.D.) Interval Mean (S.D.)

LIII (ms) [3.36 3.92] 3.70 (0.15) [3.28 3.94] 3.63 (0.17)
LV (ms) [5.58 6.20] 5.96 (0.19) [5.44 6.04] 5.80 (0.18)
AIII (lV) [0.08 0.20] 0.14 (0.04) [0.06 0.18] 0.12 (0.03)
AV (lV) [0.06 0.21] 0.13 (0.04) [0.04 0.17] 0.09 (0.03)

Table 4
Interval, mean (standard deviation in parentheses) and p-value of the differences of
latencies (L) and ratio of amplitudes (A) between pairs of ABR from each subject
obtained in different recording conditions. This table remarks that there are
statistically significant differences between the [2–5/21–24] and the [2–5]&[21–24]
ABR signals (p-value < 0.05).

[2–5/21–24] – [2–5]&[21–24]

Interval Mean (S.D.) p-value

LIII (a) – LIII (b) (ms) [�0.08 0.24] 0.07 (0.07) 6�10�4

LV (a) – LV (b) (ms) [0.04 0.26] 0.16 (0.05) 9�10�10

[2–5/21–24]/[2–5]&[21–24]

Mean (S.D.) p-value

AIII (a)/AIII (b) [0.75 2.00] 1.24 (0.29) 0.003
AV (a)/AV (b) [0.60 3.00] 1.57 (0.69) 0.003
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are statistically significant differences between the separated ABR
responses and their corresponding recorded ABR responses (see
Table 2). These findings indicate that the morphology of the sepa-
rated ABR is influenced both by the ISI of the preceding stimulus
and by the averaged stimulation rate of several preceding stimuli,
which suggests that both fast and slow mechanisms are involved in
the adaptation process.

This paper also includes an experimental protocol to detect the
influence of the slow mechanisms of adaptation on the morphol-
ogy of ABR. The results presented in Fig. 4 and Tables 3 and 4 show
statistically significant differences between ABRs obtained with
long and short ISI clicks randomly presented all along the stimula-
tion sequence (averaged ISI of 13 ms) and ABRs obtained with long
ISI clicks in the beginning (averaged ISI of 22.5 ms) and short ISI
clicks in the end (averaged ISI of 3.5 ms). These results confirm
the existence of slow mechanisms of adaptation in ABR. In addi-
tion, these results indicate that the morphology of the ABR is not
only influenced by the average stimulation rate, but also by the dis-
tribution of the jitter and the sequencing of the stimuli.

The results presented in this paper are consistent with previous
studies, in which the fast and slow mechanisms of adaptation are
characterized in animals in terms of spike rate (e.g., Westerman
and Smith, 1984; Eggermont, 1985; Yates et al., 1985; Javel,
1996). The fast mechanisms of adaptation analyzed in this study
are manifested during the first few milliseconds following stimulus
onset and may be related to the rapid adaptation described in Wes-
terman and Smith (1984) and in Yates et al. (1985). Although the
time constant for the slow mechanisms of adaptation is not deter-
mined in this paper, the results presented in Fig. 4 and Tables 3 and
4 indicate that the time constant for the slow mechanisms of adap-
tation might be greater than 20 ms, otherwise the effects of slow
adaptation would not have been observed in that experiment.
The slow mechanisms of adaptation observed in these experiments
may be related to the short-term adaptation defined in Westerman
and Smith (1984) and to the long-term adaptation described in
Javel (1996), whose time constant varies from several tens of
milliseconds to a few seconds.

The non-invasive nature of the process of ABR recording is
appropriate to study the effects of adaptation in humans. Tradi-
tionally, the adaptation of the hearing system was analyzed by pre-
senting to the subject trains of stimuli of a fixed ISI, and comparing
the morphology of the ABRs corresponding to each position in the
train (e.g., Thornton and Coleman, 1975; Lasky, 1997; Polyakov and
Pratt, 2003). This methodology presents the limitation that the ISI
must be greater than the averaging window. Thus, the adaptation
cannot be studied using this methodology at rates greater than
100 Hz. Other techniques like MLS, CLAD, or QSD allow the record-
ing of ABR at very high stimulation rates (Eysholdt and Schreiner,
1982; Delgado and Ozdamar, 2004; Jewett et al., 2004; Ozdamar
and Bohorquez, 2006). These techniques obtain the ABR signal
through jittered stimuli and different deconvolution processes,
which require the processing of sets of responses, and therefore,
limit the study of the fast and slow mechanisms of adaptation
since they assume that each click evokes the same response. The
separated responses methodology performed with RSA allows for
the first time a separate processing of auditory responses at stim-
ulation rates greater than 100 Hz, which can be used to study the
fast and slow effects of adaptation. The flexible control of the dis-
tribution of the jitter, the design of the sequencing of stimuli, and a
separate processing of auditory responses are advantages of the
RSA methodology that may be of interest in the design of certain
experiments in audiology.

Despite that both fast and slow mechanisms of adaptation stud-
ied in this article seem to be related to changes in the auditory
mechanotransduction, the origin of such mechanisms may be
analyzed separately. It is generally accepted a time boundary, at

approximately 50 ms, to separate components affected by atten-
tion (endogenous components, latencies >50 ms) and those that
are not (exogenous components, latencies <50 ms) (Eggermont,
2007). On one hand, the time constant for the fast mechanisms
of adaptation described in this article is below 22.5 ms, which
indicates that these effects may belong to mechanisms of neural
adaptation. On the other hand, although the time constant for
the slow mechanisms of adaptation is not specifically estimated
in this work, it is definitely greater than 22.5 ms (otherwise, there
would not be significant differences on the morphology between
the ‘[2–5]&[21–24]’ and the ‘[2–5/21–24]’ ABR signals). Conse-
quently, part of the slow mechanisms of adaptation shown in these
experimental results could be associated to changes generated by
central mechanisms associated to habituation (i.e., dependent on
attention) (Thompson and Spencer, 1966; Groves and Thompson,
1970; Rankin et al., 2009; Thompson, 2009).

Whilst several previous studies have demonstrated that the
morphology of the ABR depends on the averaged stimulation
rate (e.g., Lasky, 1984; Burkard et al., 1996a,b; Jiang et al.,
2009; Valderrama et al., 2012a), it has not been shown either
theoretically or experimentally that any particular distribution
of the jitter has any particular significance on the morphology
of the ABR. This may be due to the assumption of time invari-
ance of auditory responses by the techniques based in deconvo-
lution (e.g., MLS, CLAD, QSD). The auditory system may present a
time invariance behaviour when short interval distributions of
the jitter are used. Nevertheless, the results presented in this pa-
per show that the morphology of the ABR is not only influenced
by the ISI of the preceding stimulus, but also by the stimulation
rate of several preceding stimuli, by the distribution of the jitter
and by the order of presentation of the stimuli. In other words,
clicks from high-jittered stimulation sequences would evoke
auditory responses of different morphology. Therefore, the
techniques based in deconvolution should consider all these
parameters, since they assume time invariance of the auditory
responses.

5. Conclusions

The separated responses methodology using RSA allows for the
first time a separate processing of auditory responses at rates high-
er than 100 Hz, which can be used to analyze the fast and slow
mechanisms of adaptation in humans. Despite the great variability
of results among the analyzed subjects, the results of this study
suggest that both fast and slow mechanisms are involved in the
adaptation process, which is consistent with previous studies per-
formed in animals in which adaptation is characterized in terms of
spike rate. The results of this paper also show that the morphology
of the auditory responses is not only influenced by the averaged
stimulation rate, but also by the distribution of the jitter and the
sequencing of the stimuli.
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